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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The focus of this work is the analysis of different degradation phenomena based on thermal overstress and electrical overstress accelerated aging systems and the use of accelerated aging techniques for prognostics algorithm development. Results on thermal overstress and electrical overstress experiments are presented. In addition, preliminary results toward the development of physics-based degradation models are presented focusing on the electrolyte evaporation failure mechanism. An empirical degradation model based on percentage capacitance loss under electrical overstress is presented and used in: (i) a Bayesian-based implementation of model-based prognostics using a discrete Kalman filter for health state estimation, and (ii) a dynamic system representation of the degradation model for forecasting and remaining useful life (RUL) estimation. A leave-one-out validation methodology is used to assess the validity of the methodology under the small sample size constrain.

The results observed on the RUL estimation are consistent through the validation tests comparing relative accuracy and prediction error. It has been observed that the inaccuracy of the model to represent the change in degradation behavior observed at the end of the test data is consistent throughout the validation tests, indicating the need of a more detailed degradation model or the use of an algorithm that could estimate model parameters on-line. Based on the observed degradation process under different stress intensity with rest periods, the need for more sophisticated degradation models is further supported. The current degradation model does not represent the capacitance recovery over rest periods following an accelerated aging stress period.

1 INTRODUCTION

Electrolytic capacitors have become critical components in electronics systems in aeronautics and other domains. This type of capacitors is known for its low reliability and frequent breakdown on critical systems like power supplies of avionics equipment [1]. The field of prognostics for electronics components is concerned with the prediction of remaining useful life of components and systems. In particular, it focuses on condition-based health assessment by estimating the current state of health. Furthermore, it leverages the knowledge of the device physics and degradation physics to predict remaining useful life as a function of current state of health and anticipated operational and environmental conditions. The development of prognostics methods for electronics present several challenges due to great variety of components used in a system, a continuous development of new electronics technologies, and a general lack of understanding of how electronics fail. Traditional reliability techniques in electronics tend to focus on understanding the time to failure for a batch of components of the same type. Recently, there has been a push to understand, in more depth, how a fault progresses as a function of usage, namely, loading and environmental conditions.

The motivation of this work comes from avionics systems on-board autonomous aircraft. These systems perform critical functions and incipient failures are likely to escalate to an in-flight malfunction [2]. Hence, a systematic analysis of degradation and fault conditions is very important for analysis of aircraft safety and to avoid catastrophic failures during flight. DC-DC converters are studied in this context as a system sourcing power to the global positioning systems and navigation subsystems given that those faults in the DC-DC converters propagate to the navigation systems affecting overall operation. Electrolytic capacitors used as output filters in DC-DC converters cause performance degradation and failures resulting in a ripple voltage surge at the power supply output leading to navigation errors [1].

The prognostics methodology presented here is based on results from an accelerated life test on real electrolytic capacitors as described in Figure 1. This test is applied to commercial-off-the-shelf capacitors in order to observe the degradation process and identify precursors of failure. Electro-impedance spectroscopy is used periodically during the test to characterize the frequency response of the capacitor impedance and monitor performance degradation. A degradation model structure is suggested based on the observed degradation curves. The model parameters are estimated using nonlinear least-squares regression. A Bayesian
framework is employed to estimate the state of health based on measurement updates.

![Diagram](Image)

_Figure 1. Model-based prognostics methodology for electrolytic capacitor._

2 ACCELERATED LIFE EXPERIMENTS

Accelerated life test methods are used in electronics prognostics research as a way to assess the effects of the degradation process through time in a reduced timescale. It allows for the identification and study of different failure mechanisms and their relationships with different observable signals and parameters. This is accomplished by recording several signals through the degradation process, and generating run-to-failure data for experiments with different stress levels.

Electrolytic capacitors of 2200µF, with a maximum rated voltage of 10V, maximum current rating of 1A and maximum operating temperature of 105°C were used for the study. These are the recommended capacitors by the manufacturer for DC-DC converters used in our previous work. The electrolytic capacitors under test were characterized before the start of the experiment. In particular, the equivalent series resistance (ESR) and capacitance values were measured using an SP-150 Biologic electro-impedance spectroscopy instrument. The average measured initial ESR value for the test group was 0.056mΩ and average capacitance was 2123µF.

2.1 Electrical overstress accelerated aging (EOS)

The objective of this experiment is studying the effects of voltage stress in capacitors. The capacitors were subjected to voltage stress through an external supply source using custom hardware. The measured frequency response of the capacitor’s impedance is used to estimate ESR and capacitance, and assess performance degradation.

The capacitors are subjected to different stress levels during the aging test. Figure 2 shows a plot of the decrease in the value of the capacitance for all six capacitors under EOS. In the first condition (a), capacitors are charged and discharged with a square waveform of 200 mHz, 12V amplitude with a load of 100 ohms up to 200 hours of aging time. From 200 to 3000 hours (b), the capacitors were at rest, after which, they were subjected to (c), 12V EOS for the next 100 hours. From 3100 hours up to 5000 hours (d), the capacitors were charged and discharged with a square waveform of 200 mHz, (-6 to 6) V with a load of 100 ohms. In the last phase (e), the capacitors were again subjected to 12V EOS condition. All the capacitors under test are subjected to similar environment conditions, their ESR and capacitance values are monitored periodically. The tests are conducted at room temperature. For further details regarding the aging experiment set up refer to [3, 4].

As per the standards [5], a capacitor is considered failed if under electrical operation, its ESR increases by 280-300% of its initial value or the capacitance decreases by 20% below its pristine condition value. From the plots we observe that during the initial period when capacitors were subjected to 12V EOS, a higher degradation rate was observed as compared to the next 4500 hours of operation where the charging/discharging took place below the rated voltage. At the end of 5000 hours when the capacitors were again subjected to 12V EOS there was a rapid decrease observed in the capacitance value which in hypothesis, is a sudden breakdown.

The observed degradation profile for EOS aging supports the notion that, at higher the intensity level, namely the amplitude of the charge/discharge signal, results in higher degradation rate. This is mainly observed by comparing segments (c) and (d) in the aging profile of Figure 2. In addition, it supports the notion that a degradation rate for a particular stress level could be different at different stages of the lifetime of the capacitor. This is supported by observing segments (a) and (e). Finally, the most important finding of this work in the presence of self-recovery of the capacitor’s performance as observed in segment (b). This has implications in the development of degradation models for prognostics. The degradation model presented in [4, 6] and later is Section 3.1, does not include this behavior and should be updated in future work. The self-recovery behavior is believed to represent very slow internal dynamics that do not reach steady state at the time of the characterization of devices, which happens right after the EOS is applied for a long period.
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_Figure 2. Degradation of capacitor performance Capacitance decreases, as function of aging time._

2.2 Thermal overstress accelerated aging

In this aging experiment we emulated conditions similar to high temperature storage, where capacitors are placed in a controlled chamber and the temperature is raised above their rated specification [4, 7]. The chamber temperature was gradually increased in steps of 25°C until the pre-determined temperature limit was reached. The capacitors were allowed to settle at a set temperature for about 15 min and then the next step increase was applied; this process continued until the desired aging temperature is reached. This procedure was followed in order to avoid thermal shocks due to sudden increase/decrease in temperature. For this experiment, six
capacitors were subjected to a constant temperature of 125°C with no temperature variation. At the end of specific time interval the temperature was lowered in steps of 25°C till the required room temperature was reached.

As the devices degrade we observe a considerable decrease in the capacitance and less change in the ESR. Under thermal stress it is observed that the degradation in the capacitors is primarily due to decrease in the capacitance [8, 9]. In this experiment the failure precursor is linked to the decrease in the capacitance value. As per the standards MIL-C-62F14 [5] a capacitor is considered failed if under storage condition and high thermal stress its capacitance decreases by 10% or more below its pristine condition value. Figure 3 shows the plots for all the six capacitors under test. The decrease in capacitance is plotted as a function of aging time.

It was observed that, as the temperature increases, the electrolyte inside the capacitors evaporates and from equations (2) and (3) (presented in Section 3.2) the decrease in the capacitance is directly linked to the decrease in the effective oxide area ($A_b$) of the capacitor. This decrease in the oxide area is, in turn, directly related to the rate of evaporation of the electrolyte given by equation (2). At ~2200 hours of aging, we observe a linear decrease in capacitance as predicted by the physics of failure model. As we continue beyond this period, at around 2250-2400 hours we observe a step change in the capacitance indicating a sudden breakdown.

![Figure 3. Thermal overstress aging results.](image)

3 MODELING OF THE DEGRADATION PROCESS

The literature on capacitor degradation shows a direct relationship between electrolyte decrease and increase in the ESR of the capacitor [10]. ESR increase implies greater dissipation, and, therefore, a slow decrease in the average output voltage at the capacitor leads. Another mechanism occurring simultaneously is the increase in internal pressure due to an increased rate of chemical reactions, which are attributed to the internal temperature increase in the capacitor. This information relating failure mechanism to performance parameters is used to build degradation models for prognostics algorithm development. In this context, a degradation model relates usage time to a change in a performance parameter from pristine condition through failure. An empirical model based on the EOS experiments described in Section 3.1 is presented, as well as initial developments of a physics-based degradation model based on the electrolyte evaporation failure mechanism.

3.1 Empirical degradation model under electrical overstress

An empirical model can be constructed by observing the degradation behavior on accelerated aging tests. The percentage loss in capacitance is used as a precursor of failure and it is used to build a model of the degradation process (Figure 4). The behavior presented in Figure 4 corresponds to the first segment of aging in Figure 2. This model, originally introduced in [4, 6], relates aging time to the percentage loss in capacitance and has the following form,

$$C_k = e^{\alpha t_k} + \beta,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are constants that will be estimated from the experimental data of accelerated aging experiments. In order to estimate the model parameters, five capacitors are used for estimation and the remaining capacitor is used to test the prognostics algorithm. A nonlinear least-squares regression algorithm is used to estimate the model parameters. The estimated parameters are $\alpha$ and $\beta$ presented in Table 1 for five different test scenarios.

![Figure 4. Percentage decrease in capacitance and percentage increase in ESR for EOS data from Figure 2.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test Cap.</th>
<th>Training Cap.</th>
<th>$\alpha$ 95% CI</th>
<th>$\beta$ 95% CI</th>
<th>$\sigma^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$</td>
<td>2, 1, 3-6</td>
<td>0.0162 (0.0160, 0.0164)</td>
<td>-0.8398 (-1.373, -0.5423)</td>
<td>1.8778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_3$</td>
<td>3, 1, 2, 4-6</td>
<td>0.0162 (0.0160, 0.0164)</td>
<td>-0.8287 (-1.121, -0.5363)</td>
<td>1.9654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_4$</td>
<td>4, 1-3, 5-6</td>
<td>0.0161 (0.0159, 0.0162)</td>
<td>-0.8217 (-1.112, -0.5308)</td>
<td>1.8860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_5$</td>
<td>5, 1-4, 6</td>
<td>0.0162 (0.0161, 0.0164)</td>
<td>-0.7847 (-1.113, -0.4560)</td>
<td>2.1041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_6$</td>
<td>6, 1-5</td>
<td>0.0169 (0.0167, 0.0170)</td>
<td>-1.0049 (-1.2646, -0.7453)</td>
<td>2.9812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Empirical model parameter estimation results for five test cases. The optimal parameter is presented along the 95% confidence interval. The residuals are modeled as a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and variance $\sigma^2$. 
These scenarios correspond to the leave-one-out validation process. It is observed, from the estimated values and their corresponding confidence intervals, that the model structure does a reasonable job describing the behavior of the observed degradation process.

3.2 Physics-based modeling under thermal stress

The structure of electrolytic capacitors is considered as a long strip line structure, which is cylindrically wound and packed in a case. Figure 5 shows the anode and cathode, the dielectric oxide layers, and electrolyte interconnecting layer [11]. The total lumped capacitance of the structure is given by

$$\begin{align*}
C(t) &= \frac{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 A_0(t)}{t_0},
\end{align*}$$

where $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space and $t_0$: oxide thickness. The capacitance value is directly proportional to the oxide layer area and inversely proportional to the oxide thickness.

In the case of the capacitor due to electrical or thermal overstress accelerates the rate of electrolyte evaporation leading to degradation of the capacitance [9, 11]. The following models relate to degradation in performance due to electrolyte evaporation.

The depletion in the electrolyte volume and thus the effective area is given by

$$\begin{align*}
V(t) &= V_0 - A_0(t) j_{eo} t,
\end{align*}$$

where $V(t)$ is the dispersion volume at time $t$, $V_0$ is the initial dispersion volume, $A_0(t)$ is the oxide surface area of evaporation and $j_{eo}$ is the evaporation rate. Details of the derivation of this equation can be found in [11, 12]. Equation (3) gives us the decrease in the electrolyte volume due to evaporation, which results in a decrease in $C$ and an increase in ESR [13, 14].

For a healthy capacitor operating nominally, leakage current is not significant, but it begins to increase as the oxide layer degrades, which can be attributed to crystal defects that occur due to electrolyte evaporation under thermal overstress conditions [9, 14]. This can be further explained by the decrease in electrolyte resistance ($R_E$) as derived in equation (4). Therefore, decrease in $R_E$ increases the leakage current through the capacitor.

The total lumped electrolyte resistance for a rolled configuration is

$$\begin{align*}
R_E(t) &= \frac{\rho_E t_0 P_E(t)}{2A_0(t)},
\end{align*}$$

where $\rho_E$ is the electrolyte resistivity and $P_E(t)$ is the correlation factor related to electrolyte spacer porosity and average liquid pathway. With decrease in the electrolyte due to high temperature, the average liquid path length is reduced, which decreases $P_E$ directly. The decrease in $P_E$ reduces $R_E$ as the electrolyte evaporates.

In summary, the degradation in the capacitor under thermal stress can be linked to two parameters: $A_0$ and $P_E$, which directly affect the capacitance and leakage current, respectively.

![Figure 5. Structure of an electrolytic capacitor.](image)

4 PROGNOSTICS ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

The empirical degradation model in Section 3.1 is used as part of a Bayesian tracking framework to be implemented using the Kalman filter technique. This method requires a state-space dynamic model relating the degradation level at time $t_k$ to the degradation level at time $t_{k-1}$.

The following system structure is used in the implementation of the filtering and prediction using the Kalman filter. This is a discrete-time state-space structure for a dynamic system given by the state equation $C_k = A_k C_{k-1} + B_k u + v$ and the measurement equation $y_k = h C_k + w$. The degradation model in equation (1) is expressed in the structure of the state equation resulting in $A_k = 1 + \Delta t$, $B_k = -\alpha \beta \Delta t$ and $u = 1$. In this model $C_k$ is the state variable and it represents the percentage loss in capacitance. Since the system measurements are percentage loss in capacitance as well, the output equation is given by $y_k = h C_k$, where $h = 1$. Furthermore, $v$ and $w$ are normal random variables with zero mean, and variances $Q$ and $R$ respectively. The model noise variance $Q$ was estimated from the model regression residuals. The residuals have a mean very close to zero and a variance for all test cases are presented in Table 1. This variance was used for the model noise in the Kalman filter implementation. The measurement noise variance $R$ is also required in the filter implementation. This variance was computed from the direct measurements of the capacitance with the electro-impedance spectroscopy equipment, the observed variance is $4.9 \times 10^{-7} \Omega^2$.

The use of the Kalman filter as a forecasting algorithm requires the evolution of the state without updating the error covariance matrix and the posterior of the state vector. The $n$ step ahead forecasting equation for the Kalman filter is $\hat{C}_{t+n} = A^n C_t + \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} A^i B$. The last update is done at the time of the last measurement $t_L$. The failure threshold is considered to be a crisp value of 20% decrease in capacitance. End of life (EOL) is defined as the time at which the forecasted percentage capacity loss trajectory crosses the EOL threshold. This methodology was originally introduced in detail [4, 6].

Figure 6 presents the capacitance loss estimation and EOL prediction at different points during the aging time. Predictions are made at points in which measurements are available. Only predictions at $t_p = \{116, 139, 149, 161\}$ for
test case $T_6$ are shown due to space limitations. The complete estimation results are presented in Table 2. It can be observed that the predictions become more accurate as the prediction is made closer to the actual EOL. This is possible because of the estimation process has more information to update the estimates as it gets closer to EOL.

![Figure 6. Health state estimation and forecasting of capacitance loss (%) at different times $t_p$ during the aging time; $t_p=\{116, 139, 149, 161\}$](image)

The remaining useful life predictions results for all test cases support the conclusions previously drawn for a single case ($T_6$) in [4, 6]. The proposed empirical degradation model and the Kalman filter-based method is able to estimate RUL with reasonable performance given that the degradation model parameters are fixed and not updated through time. Under the leave one out validation presented here, the algorithm is able to provide with coherent RUL estimates under the 5 established test scenarios. Table 3 shows performance based on the relative accuracy (RA) metric in equation (5). These metrics allows for an assessment of the percentage accuracy relative to the ground-truth value. RA values of 100 represent perfect accuracy. The RA is presented for all the test cases for different prediction times. The last column of the Table 3 represents the median RA of all the test cases for a particular prediction time. It is observed that the RA values decrease considerably for $t_p = 171$. This is consistent with previous observations indicating that the algorithm with a fixed-parameter model is not able to cope with the sudden jump in exponential behavior present around the 171 hour. This is a limitation that could be overcome by either an enhanced degradation model or an online estimation of degradation model parameters using a more sophisticated Bayesian tracking method like extended Kalman filter or particle filter.

$$RA \equiv 100 \left( 1 - \frac{RUL^* - RUL}{RUL} \right) \quad (5)$$

![Table 3. Relative accuracy metric for the RUL estimation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_p$</th>
<th>$RA_{T_2}$</th>
<th>$RA_{T_3}$</th>
<th>$RA_{T_4}$</th>
<th>$RA_{T_5}$</th>
<th>$RA_{T_6}$</th>
<th>$\overline{RA}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. RUL estimation results for the five test cases (Table 1) at different prediction times (all values are in hours).
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